eCon Sheeter

Features

- Standarized dual rotary sheeter
- Remarkable cost to output ratio
- Incorporates legendary Marquip knife technology
- Great stack quality due to the lateral jogging on stacker
- Easy to operate and easy to maintain
- Superior knife cut quality at all speeds
- Better HMI diagnostics with better remote support options
- Designed with no compromise in quality
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The MarquipWardUnited eCon Sheeter is a world class machine for an affordable price. This sheeter will allow for faster ROI and increase profits of your sheeting operation. Advanced techniques have been used to design a simple and reliable machine.

Standard Features:

- Low level reel trolleys are installed to allow safe and easy reel loading.
- The dual position shaftless unwind loads reels directly from the floor or loading trolley.
- The decurler section incorporates 2 or 4 x dual diameter roller decurlers.
- A 2 position slitting system.
- The most advanced Sheeter knife in the world.
- Pulsed airjets at the overlap section provides better reliability at higher running speeds.
- The stacker provides side jogging for great stack quality.
- Advanced PC based control system. The HMI has intuitive clear functionality and advanced on screen diagnostics.

Optional Features:

- A two or four position edge guiding system.
- Sensors detect joints in the web and automatically reject them to the waste bin.
- Full width dual sided web cleaner.
- Reject gate.
- Tab inserters.
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